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SOM ARY /7 / 3/
A general derivation is given for the earth reflectedsolar radiation
input to a flatplate--a solar cell paddle, for example--which is spinning
about an axis coincident with the axis of symmetry of the satelliteto
which itis affixed. The resulting equations are written for the general
case so that arbitrary orientations of the spin axis with respect to the
earth-satelliteline and arbitrary orientations of the normal to the plate
with respect to the spin axis can be treated.
No attempt is made to perform the resulting integrations because
of the complexity of the equations; nor is there any attempt to delineate
the integration limits for the general case. However, the equations
governing these limits are given. The appendixes contain: the results,
in graphical form, of two representative examples; the general com-
puter program for the calculation is given in Fortran notation; and the
results of a calculation of the distribution of albedo energy on the pro-
posed Echo II satellite. The value of the mean solar constant used is
1.395 x l0 p erg/cm2-sec; the mean albedo of the earth is assumed to
be 0.34; and the earth is assumed to be a diffuse reflector.
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INTRODUCTION
In a recent series of papers (References 1 through 5) an attempt has been made to derive and
present in a clear, useful manner the methods and results by which some of the power inputs to an
orbiting earth satellite can be determined (this is necessary before a thermal analysis can be under-
taken). The intention has been to treat the problems by assuming models which would provide the
most useful and accurate information for the design engineer, and which would be soluble within the
scope of the limited mathematics used in this paper and throughout the previous work. The approach
used in this work assumes that (1) any latitudinal fluctuations and variations in the surface radiation
and reflection properties of the earth, including the effect of the atmosphere, can be overlooked; and
(2)that the net effect on the satellite can be predicted, to within useful limits, by assuming an average,
uniform distribution of these properties over the surface of the earth. The advantage of this type of
treatment is that these mean properties enter into the problem simply as multiplicative factors and,
hence, the results already obtained can be brought up to date (as new values of the mean parameters
become available) by a simple multiplication. It is apparent that a detailed analysis of the spectral
distribution, intensity, variation with altitude, variation with latitude, etc., of earth radiation and
earth reflected solar radiation is certainly necessary for any study pertaining to the physics of the
atmosphere and the radiation balance of the earth, from which more accurate values of these "mean"
parameters can be determined.
The previous papers (Reference 1 through 5) have not considered the problems which allow for
easy calculation (for example, the earth radiation to a sphere reduces to a trivial problem once the
model for the earth has been chosen) nor do they contain approximations for satellite geometries
which are so complicated that even an attempt at a description of the problem would be excessively
complicated and tedious. The analyses have been limited to spheres and to fiat plates, both stationary
and spinning. It is hoped that all these results can be applied usefully to the bulk of satellites which
do approximate spherical shapes or which are composed of a group of planes or flat plates. In addi-
tion, this analysis lends itself to the solution of the unshaded solar cell paddle problem.
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The present paper extends the results of the previous work to the problem of determining the
earth reflected solar radiation (the albedo) incident upon a spinning flat plate. This flat plate is, pre-
sumably, the best representation of a typical solar cell paddle commonly in use today.
The following assumptions are made:
(1) The earth can be represented by a uniform sphere whose radius is equal to its mean radius,
6367.5 km (Reference 6);
(2) The albedo of the earth is latitude and longitude independent and can best be represented by
its mean value, 0.34 (Reference 7);
(3) The earth is a diffuse reflector of solar radiation;
(4) The solar constant canbe replaced by its mean value, 1.395 × 106 erg/cm_-sec (Reference 8);
(5) The axis of spin of the satellite is coincident with its axis of symmetry (Reference 4).
Save for these assumptions, the paper contains no further approximations. In fact, the paper is
perfectly general, and in it an attempt has been made to treat every possible orientational configura-
tion regardless of the geometrical complexity. Of course, this means that it is impossible to define
all of the possibilities separately and list the limits of integration for each case. However, the rules
for determining these limits are clearly listed just as they were written into the computer program.
In Appendixes F and G, there are presented in graphical form the results of two calculations.
Appendix F treats what is hoped to be a suitable representative example of the case where the spin
axis of the plate (satellite) is coincident with the radius vector from the satellite to the earth's center.
Appendix G treats a representative example from the general case where the spin axis makes an
arbitrary angle with the radius vector. In Appendix H, there is presented a general Fortran program
for the computation. Since an elemental area of any satellite--whatever its configuration--can be
considered a fiat plate and its normal defined, the method developed in this paper lends itself to the
determination of the albedo energy distribution on the satellite, albeit a tedious process for the gen-
eral case. However, for a spherical satellite the problem is quite simple. Consequently, in Ap-
pendix I there are presented curves showing the distribution of albedo energy on the proposed Echo II
satellite. This example is included to illustrate the use of the method for determining the energy
distribution on unshielded portions of a satellite.
ANALYTICALTREATMENT
The geometrical situation and the relevant parameters are depicted in Figure 1.
definitions are:
S = the mean solar constant;
S = the solar vector;
= the mean albedo of the earth;
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The associated
dE= the element of terrestial surface
area;
r = the vector between the plate and the
earth's center;
e = the vector between the plate and dE;
A = the normal to the plate;
/3 = the angle between the negative of the
solar vector and dE;
8 = the angle between the solar vector
and r;
8 = the colatitudinal coordinate of dE;
= the angle between A and r;
V = the angle between A and p ;
= the azimuthal coordinate of dE;
ro = the radial coordinate of dE, ro is
equal to 1 by definition;
f = the angle between dE and -p; and
= the angle between r and p.
The general expression for the reflected
solar radiation incident upon a fiat plate of unit
area is
X
Figure 1--Geometry of the problem.
_ct COS 13 cos
cos f -7 d: . (I)
In this expression it is not necessary to refer to the vector properties of the parameters because the
angular dependence is already indicated. In Equation 1, Sa cosfl d_ gives the amount of incident solar
energy reflected by dE. This quantity multiplied by (cos f)/n gives the amount of energy reflected by
dE in the direction of the plate per unit solid angle. The factor (cos v)/p_gives the solid angle sub-
tended at dE by the plate of unit area; and dE is the relevant terrestrial surface area over which the
function is integrated.
As is shown in Reference 2 and Appendix A, Equation 1 becomes
where r is in mean earth radii. A method for determining all of the relevant geometrical quantities
using simple vector analysis is presented in the Appendixes. In Appendix A the derivation for cos f
is given. G
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YFigure 2--Definition of the angle _.
The expression for cos _ in Equation 2 has
not yet been determined. Before this can be done
another angle, _, nmst be introduced, which will
help define the position of .A more precisely
(see Figure 2). It is obvious that even though
the angle ;_ remains constant, the value of the
angle _ is not invariant for rotation of A about r
The angle _ introduced above will define this
angle of rotation of A about r. In fact, the case
mentioned here is just a special case of a more
general rotation, or spin, about an arbitrary
axis, which shall be considered. Clearly, we musf
define a system reference from which all quanti-
ties will be measured. The obvious one is the
combination of the solar vector S, and the plane
of S and r, that is, theSr plane. The Zaxis is
chosen to lie along r and the X axis lies perpen-
dicular to r in the Sr plane. The azimuthal angle
¢_, as well as _, is measured from the X axis in
the XY plane. The angle _ is taken equal to zero when A lies in the positive XZ plane, as shown in
Figure 1. Following the right-hand rule, the motion is then in the positive Y direction.
The first and simplest case we shall consider, then, is the situation represented by the plate
spinning about an axis coincident with the vector r. This axis of spin will be denoted henceforth by _.
We shall then extend this to the most general case, where the spin axis makes an arbitrary angle with
the vector r.
Part I: The Spin Axis w is Coincident with r
In this section the case for which the spin axis o, is coincident with r is considered.
From Appendix B we have
sin;_sing(sin _sin_+cos _cos_p) (r-cos_) cos,\
COS T) = +
(I-2 + 1- 21"C0$") I/2 (r 2 + I- 2r cos.) '/2
Inserting Equation 3 into Equation 2 we have
(3)
P = _-_ i¢ (r c°ss- 1) (c°S 6_c°s _ + sin6_ sin_c°S_)r'8 ( r2 + 1 - 2r cos 6_) 2 L(_- _o__) _o_
+ sin;_ sinO (sin _ sing+cos _cos¢)] sin _?dd d-# . (4)
Wenowconsider Equation 1 from which some qualitative statements can be made concerning the
limits of the _ and _ integration.
The upper limit _ of the _ integration is determined from the value of _ for which the terrestrial
surface element dE is no longer visible from the plate, that is, ¢ = 7/2. Then, O -- cos-l(l/r) , Be-
cause the upper limit of the $ integration is determined by the fact that the side of the plate in question
no longer receives any reflected solar radiation from that particular element dY., one of whose co-
ordinates is 4, the upper limit ¢_ of the ¢ integration can be determined in two ways.
The two quantities which determine _b are the source function Sa cos/? dE and the solid angle fac-
tor (cos v)/p 2. In the first instance the source function becomes 0 when fl = (_/2). Then cos/? --- 0,
from which
®o - cos-'(-oote ot ) . (5)
For /3> (_/21, the source function, of course, remains 0. For many values of e and 0 the argument of
the cos-' in Equation 5 is less than -1, for which the upper limit of the _ integration is 77 (if we take
advantage of the symmetry and multiply by 2). For other values of _ and o the argument will be
greater than +1, for which the source function is always 0.
In the second case where the upper limit of the ¢ integration is determined by the solid angle de-
pendence we see that the incident energy from any element d_ is 0 when v_>n/2. The geometrical
representation for this case is shown very clearly in Reference 1. A symmetry condition cannot be
used here because the source function is symmetric only about the rS plane and this symmetry con-
dition is applicable only to the case where _ = 0. Hence, we must consider the situation presented for
a given value of _ as the value of ¢ is varied. For many values of the parameters, the value of cos
will never become 0 for any value of 4. However, for other values of the parameters, the side of the
plate in question ceases to be visible from the elements of area d_ (denoted by some specific values
of the parameter ¢) and v>_/2. Then, for higher values of ¢ the plate will once again become visible
from d_. From Reference 1 it is clear that the symmetry plane for this situation is the rA plane.
Therefore, we consider the biquadrant _ <_¢< C_ + 7r). If the value of cos _ because 0 at all, it will do so
somewhere in this range of as. Because of the symmetry with respect to the rA plane, the value of
somewhere in this range for which cos _ = 0, call it _', is mirrored in the plane. In other words,
the angle _" at which the plate again becomes visible in the range _ +n<_b< ¢ + 2_ is given by
¢+n-_' = _"-(_+_r) or q_" = 2(_+-}-_'. In order to determine _' we equate Equation 3 to 0 from
which we obtain
(r-cosO) cos
= sin _ sine+ cos _ cos_b .sin _ sin 0
Transferring the second term on the right-hand side to the left-hand side and squaring gives
2( r - cos O) cos _ cos _ {r-cosS)2cos2
c°s2_P + sinksin0 cos¢ + sin2_ = 0. (6)
sin 2_ sin 2
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Thesolutionof Equation6 for _will yield, whenapplicable,two solutions,one eachin the ranges
<¢<_+. and¢+n_<¢_<_+2,symmetricabout¢ = _+_. The solution of Equation6 is
cos¢ = -(r-cos0)cos_cos_ _ (r-cos0}2cos2£-- psin_ sin0 -+ sin { sin2_sin2_ (7)
where the double roots are given by the plus and minus signs. Obviously, when _ is equal to 0 or v,
Equation 7 yields only one result, because of the multivaluedness of the cosine function. This follows
quite clearly from the symmetry condition. For these cases, the roots will always lie in the second
and third or first and fourth quadrants, with the limiting case _ = _/2 and 37r/2; one root will never be
found in the first quadrant and the other in third, for example.
If the absolute value of the argument in Equation 7 is greater than 1, then the roots do not exist
and either the entire spherical cap of the earth lying within the cone defined by 8 is visible from the
plate for all ¢ or it is never visible. The former case occurs when
O<_<sin -! ( r - cos 8 )
(r 2 + 1- 2rcosS) t/2
(first quadrant), and the second when
_. > sin -_ ( r - cos 8)
r + 1 - 2r cos _)1/2
(second quadrant). An even more useful range of the parameter _ is 0 < _ < 8o for which the entire
spherical cap of the earth (that portion lying within the tangent cone delineated by 0 ) is visible. For
this case the problem is greatly simplified.
Until this point we have discussed only the determination of the upper limit of the _ integration by
using the conditions considered above. However, from the considerations of Equation 7 we have
actually obtained both the lower and upper limit. For those cases where _ > 8=, Equation 7 is appli-
cable and the limits are given by the two roots already stated. This does not mean that the region of
integration contains the origin necessarily. For example, considering the situation presented by
: _ and _ : Tr/2, we see that the roots given by Equation 7 are _ -- w/2 and 3_/2. However, the
geometry of the situation clearly shows that the range of integration is from _/2 to 3_/2. Therefore,
the criterion which determines the way of proceeding from limit to limit is that the range must always
contain the angle L
Since Equations 5 and 7 must bothbe consulted in order to determine the relevant range of the var-
iable ¢, it is not practical to attempt to write down Equation 4 as a sum of terms each with the proper
limits of integration clearly shown. A complicating feature is that the limit on the 8 integration is de-
pendent upon the limits of the _ integration; that is, if for a particular case the upper limit of the ¢ in-
tegration is equal to n for certain values of 8 where 0 <8 < 8'< 8° and is given by Equation 5 for
_' < 8_< 8=, then the appropriate range of the variable 0 must be coupled with corresponding values of
the limits of the _ integration.
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For any given value of the parameter _ the computer program is written so that Equations 5 and
7 are solved for their respective ranges of the variable ¢ for which the input to the plate is not 0. The
overlapping portions of the regions determined in the above manner, then, represent the cogent ranges
of 9 over which the function in Equation 4 must be integrated.
Thus far, all discussions of Equation 4 and the limits of integration of u and _c have been based on
the assumption that the value of _ is fixed. Since this is not in general the case, it is necessary to
average the results of Equation 4 over a spin period. This problem was discussed extensively in Ref-
erence 4 and the relevant expressions for various ranges of the parameter _ were written. In Equa-
tion 7, the values of the range of the _ integration are clearly seen to be dependent upon _ as is the
function itself given by Equation 4. The average over a spin period is given by
,f<P> = _- PI _) d_ . (8)
Clearly, the integrals of Equation 4 could be given explicitly, after much labor, as a function of the
parameters and as a function of the upper limits of _. However, it is doubtful whether Equation 8
could be integrated explicitly except for a few special cases. Consequently, Equation 8 is integrated
by the computer and the results thereby obtained are the spin averages. Of course, in order to per-
form the integration over _ the integration over 0 and e for every ¢ (5_ apart) must be performed. If
in a specific application results should be required for any of these intermediate values of ¢, a very
simple modification of the program will suffice.
spin averages.
Thus far, the only case considered has been
that in which the spin axis is coincident with r.
Variation of the angle k has been sufficient to
describe all the degrees of freedom here al-
lowed; that is, the variation of the angle between
the normal to the plate and the spin axis.
Part 11: The Spin Axis _ Makes
an Arbitrary Angle X with r
In this section the case for which the spin
axis ,, makes an angle × with r is considered.
Figure 3 shows the geometry of this new situa-
tion. We introduce a new angle e which defines
the angle between the normal to the plate A and
the axis of symmetry of the satellite _ (the spin
axis for our problem). The quantity _ is gen-
erally fixed for a given satellite. In addition,
we must introduce another angle _, the
azimuthal angle of _ from the rS plane (an angle
simiIar to ¢).
These, however, do not constitute by themselves
i
z
Y
/ I " \
i x
Figure 3-Deflnltions of the parameters defining the
general orientation of the Flat plate.
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For this case it becomes necessary to take the zero point of _ as the point when A lies in the r_
plane and the motion is in the direction of the X' axis (see Appendix C, Figure C5). From Appendix
C we have
cos 7? sin 6) [cos <p cos K cos e sin Xc,-co,el (co,×co, - in ,in cos )+ (r +12,co,e),,2(r 2 + I- 2_ cos_)W2
+ sin¢,sin,<cos E sin X + cos,_vcos K sinccosxcos _ + sin_sinKsinecosgco s
+ sin,_cosKsin_ sin_ - cosCsinKsinc sin_] . (9)
Equation 9 substituted into Equation 2 now gives the albedo input.
To determine the range of the _ integration, equate Equation 9 to 0 making the following substitu-
tions for convenience:
(r- cos 0 )
F = sinU (c°sxc°sc - sinxsinec°s{) ,
G : (cosKcos E sin X + cos Ksin_cosxcos _ - sinKsinc sin_) ,
H = (sinKcosesin X + sin _: sin e cos x cos _ + cos K sin c sin {) .
Then,
- F = Gcos¢+ Hsin_b .
Transferring the first term on the right-hand side to the left-hand side and squaring we have
(10)
F2 + 2FGcos_ + G2cos2cp = H2sin2q_ = H2(l-cos2_p),
from which
(G2 +H 2)cos2cp + 2FGcos$ + F2 - H 2 = 0 ,
Solving Equation 11 for cos ¢:we have
(11)
- FG + H CG 2 + H 2 - F 2 (12)
COS _ -
When _ = 0 and ( = 0, the problem is symmetric in_ as before andH = 0. Therefore, itis necessary
to remember that the solution of Equation 12 for these conditions includes two roots, one each in the
first and fourth quadrants or one each in the second and third quadrants. The situation is much more
complicated for the general case because there the angle _ is symmetric about the rA plane, which is
not, in general, coincident with the rS plane which defines the angle _. If, for example, we consider
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the case presented by K = _/2 and _ = 0, or n (where the rA plane makes an angle K with the rS plane),
the solution of Equation 12 reduces to
1
cos 4 : ± _" ]/H _ - F 2 (13)
Now, we know that if n>v/2 at all, one root ¢' say, of Equation 13 must lie in the range 0_< (¢-n/21 <n
and from this we obtain _/2 <_9_< 3./2 (for the general case when _ = 0, or n and K_<9_< n + _ ); the other
corresponding value _" is given by (3./2-9') --- (_" - 3./2).
Equation 13 has two roots, one given by the minus sign and the other given by the plus sign. From
the geometry we know that one root must lie in the range n/2_< ¢_< 3./2, a solution corresponding to the
minus sign. However, cos¢<0 for both quadrants given in the range 7z/2<¢<3./2, so another
criterion is needed by which the computer can select the proper value of ¢ in such cases. Since the
only ¢ values of interest here are those in the range for which v<_n/2, the value of cos v given by
Equation 9 must be positive in all such cases. If it is desired to determine the range of 9 for any
particular values of the set of parameters, and if such a case as the above should occur, the only
course open is to calculate the value of cos _ for both possible values of 4 and thereby directly de-
termine the one corresponding to v = n/2. If this value of 4 is the larger value, the smaller ¢ value
will automatically meet all criterion. However, a slightly different approach can be used when the
computer program is written. We must integrate over the relevant range of _ for a given value of the
set of parameters, K, x, e, and _ (whether or not we ultimately want the average over all values of _).
Since the computer does this in arithmetic steps, changing the value of 9 by _¢ each time, it may as
well start at the value of 4 representing the symmetry of the given condition. The plane of symmetry
for this part of the problem is the rA plane. If we can determine the value of _ for this case, the com-
puter can be programmed to start here and go in the plus and minus directions relative to 4, and con-
tinue the computation until cos 77 (which must be calculated at each step anyway) = 0 • If cos v does not
become 0 at all, the integration is terminated at + _ radians from the starting point. If at the starting
point v>n/2, no further consideration is necessary. Proceeding thus, we need only correlate with the
apposite range of 9 dictated by the source function which is symmetric about the rS plane. This restric-
tion is given by Equation 5. The starting point _b0 of 4 as developed in Appendix D is given by
4o = (K+y), for 0<__<_ and90 = (_-)') for __<_<2_,where
cos6 sinx + sin E cos x cos
_o_ : [1-I_o_×_o_-_i._i-xco_l_]'/_ ' (14)
and where x is the angle between the projection of A and ,_ onto the XY plane. It will be helpful to re-
member that __< e,the equal sign holding only when x = n/2 and ¢ = 3./2 or n/2. The appropriate
sign from the square root can then be readily determined. When x = 0 the equation has no meaning.
RECAPITULATION
The development is now complete for all the equations necessary to determine the albedo input to
a spinning fiat plate in the most general orientation, under the condition, of course, that the plate is
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not shielded at any time by other members of the satellite. However, the equation for this input has
been developed for a "stationary" satellite, that is, a satellite at a fixed altitude and whose satellite-
earth line makes an angle e with the solar vector. Appendix E gives the development for expressions
for r and (? in terms of general orbital parameters so that transformations may be made with facility
from one set of parameters to the other.
The equation giving the albedo input is
P = 7ga _ /¢ (rc°sO-1) (c°sSc°s_"+sinosinosc°s¢)c°s_sin_d_?dq_(r2+1-2rcos_?)a/2 (2)
The value of cos _ is given by:
sin _ sin _ (sin _sin_ +cos _cos ¢) (r-cos 0)cos _
_os_: (_+i_2_o_e),,_ +(_+1-2_ose)"_; (3)
when the spin axis ,_ is coincident with r (Part I) and
sin_? d?)1/2 [cos ¢ cos K cos c sin)((_-_osel (_os,_os_-_i.,_sin__o _)+_+ I-2_o_cos_ : (r2+i: ?o-20),,2
+ sin_sinKcos•sin X + cos ¢ cos K sin e cos x cos _ + sinCsinKslnecosxcos
+ sin_cosKsin• sin_ - cosCsinKsin• sin_ (9)
when the spin axis = makes an arbitrary angle × with r (Part II). The range of the 0 integration is
0 < o < 0= where o= = cos- t ( l/r). The limits of the ¢ integration are given by those values of _ which
simultaneously satisfy two conditions. For the case considered in Part I (,, coincident with r) the two
conditions given by (a) and (b):
(a) 0 _< ¢ < ¢_ , where ¢® : cos-' (- cot 0 cot d? ) (5)
and
(_-¢.) < _ < 2_ note: ¢_ < _r ,
(b) Ct -< ¢ -< ¢2 where ¢_ and ¢2 are given by the solution of the equation
- (r-cos0) cos_cos_ •/. (r-cos0)2cos2
V' pcos¢ = sin_sin_ + sin{ sin2_sin20 (7)
with the condition that _ _<__<_2, where we mean only to imply that the angle _ lies between the limit-
ing values of_, thereby excluding the path from ¢_ to _2 that does not include the angle _. For the
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case considered in Part II (,o makes an angle x with r) the two conditions given by (c) and
(d):
(c) 0_< q5 < _,where _ = cos-' (- cos _ cot _s)
(2_v-era) < ¢ < 2u note: _ _< . .
and
' . ' are given by the solutions to(d) ¢1 -< _ < 92' where the roots _,' and _2
COS _) =
(G _ + H 2
- FG +_H _/G_ H 2 - F 2
(12)
where
F = r - cos 8 (sin3 cosxcos E-s lnxsin e COS _) ,
G = ( cos K cos e s in )/+ cos K s in c cos × cos { - sin K s in e s in _ ) ,
H = (sin K cos e sin)/+ sin K sin e cos Xcos _ + cos K sin c sin _) ,
with the condition that the path from q_' to _2' must contain the angle (K +_), for 0_<C_<_, and (_-_)
for __< ;_< 2_, where
cos e sinx+sinecosxcos
cos7 =[ 1 (14)1 - (cosxcos _-sin¢ sinxcos _)2 1/2
In fact the angles (_ + y) or (K -:y} --depending upon the value of C in question--lie exactly midway be-
tween the angles _ and _2_"
This equation has no meaning when x = 0.
In addition, as is pointed out in Appendix C, we need only consider the following ranges of the
parametersK,×, and e for the general case: 0_<×_<n, 0_<c_<n/2, and0<K<n. For any value of
c > (_/2) the same physical picture is obtained if × is replaced by (77 - ×), e by In - c), and _ by (_ + _).
Any value of K >77 can be replaced by its equivalent value (2_-_). Therefore, the incident power
(averaged over _) obtained, for example, for × = 150 °, _ = 110 ° and _ = 30 °, is identical to the result
obtained for × = 30 °, e = 70°and _ = 150 °.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
It should be quite clear from the foregoing that the equation for the reflected solar power input
to the spinning plate--even though it has not been solved explicitly--is an exact expression only for
the geometric aspects of the problem. The assumption that the earth is a perfectly spherical diffuse
reflector is necessary if the equation is not to be a much more complicated expression than it already
is. However, these assumptions are not as serious (the error introduced by them is probably
negligible in a first approximation even if enough were known to treat them analytically) as the as-
sumption that the reflectivity is latitude and longitude independent. Undoubtedly there is a variation
in this parameter with position on the earth and also a variation with time. If this _ and _ dependence
were known in some explicit form it could easily be introduced into the equations. However, since
information of this kind is not now available, the use of a hemispherical average would seem justified.
It is also obvious that the figure of 0.34 used for the magnitude of the albedo, being a yearly
hemispherical average* is not correct for many atmospheric conditions, in particular extreme cloud
cover. Assuming that these conditions can always be represented reasonably well by an average
value it still follows that the albedo might increase or decrease at any given time by a factor of 2 or
more. However, by taking the mean value we introduce this parameter as a multiplicative factor.
Consequently, the results of this paper can easily be modified at any time.
Appendix F and G contain in graphical form the results of two example calculations; Appendix
H contains a Fortran program for the general problem; and Appendix I contains curves showing the
distribution of albedo energy on the proposed Echo II satellite, thereby illustrating the utility of a
flat plate analysis for the purpose of determining energy distributions.
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AppendixA
The Calculation of the Angles p and
From Figure 1 we have the two angles p and d to calculate. The angle/3 is the angle between dZ
and - S. The coordinates in thex, Y, Z frame of reference are:
- Sx = _ sinO dXx = dZsinOcos¢ ,
- Sy = 0 dE z - dNsinOsin_ ,
- Sz = - gcosOs d_ z = - cEcosO .
(A1)
Therefore,
cosfl = c°s0COS_s + sinOsin0sc°s¢" (A2)
The angle _ is the angle between dZ and-p.
Z frame which are,
We need only determine the coordinates of - p in the X, Y,
- Px = - psincrcos_,
- pz = - psinc_sin¢,
Therefore,
- PZ = - p COS cr .
(A3)
cos_ -- coscrcosO - sincrsin0. (A4)
In terms of the angle of integration 0 the expression for cos d becomes,
rcos8- i
COS (as)
.(r_ + i - 2r cos 8) 1/2
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Appendix B
The Calculation of cos _ when _ is Coincident with r
To determine the value of cos _ for the case
when ,_ is coincident with r consider Figure B1.
The angle _ is the angle between r andp. The
x axis lies in the Sr plane normal to r, or the
z axis. The spin _, of the satellite is determined
from the right-hand rule. The azimuthal angle
of spin _ delineates the position of A as it spins
about _. Since the vector A will lie in the XZ
plane for two values of the angle _, _Tradians
apart, the zero value of _ is defined to occur
when A lies in the XZ plane and when the motion
at that time is in the positive Y direction. This
zero value of C is shown in Figure B1. In the
general case, the symbol e represents the angle
between A and _, but in the present case this is
synonymous with >. so we shall use the latter
notation.
The components of the vectors A and p are
given by
z
bX
Y
Figure Bl--Geometry for determln[ng cos _ when o: is
coincident with r.
Px : psincrcos@ A x = Asinkcos
py - psincsin(p Ay = Asinksin{
PZ = pcoso- A z = Acosk .
(B1)
Therefore,
A • p
cos 77 - Ap = sincrcosCsin_cos _ + coso'cos_ + sinc_sln_sin sin _ . (B2)
In terms of _, the angle used in the integration, we have,
cos
(r-cosg) cosX.
+
,(_÷I- 2r_osS)I/2
sin_ sin),
(r _+l-2rcos_)l/2
(cos¢cos _ +sin_sin _) . (B3)
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Appendix C
The Calculation of cos n when _ Makes an Angle x with r
Figure C1 shows the general case. In order
to determine cos v we introduce a new coordi-
nate system, the primed system. The projec-
tion of,_ onto the XY plane is defined as the X'
axis. The x' axis makes an angle K with the
X axis. Therefore, the primed coordinate sys-
tem is obtained by a rotation of angle K about the
Z axis. The ,.,r plane, by definition the X'Z'
plane, is now the plane from which the angle
is measured.
As before _ -= 0 when A lies in the x'z'
plane and the motion is in the positive Y' direc-
tion. In Figure C1, the top position of h shows
the _ = 0 position.
We now introduce the direction cosines
cos_, cosy, and cos>, where_,v, and_, are the
angles between h and X', Y', and Z', respectively.
The components of the vectors A and p are
now:
z
z'
CONE OF PRECESSION
x_e / OF _, ABOUT _.
^ _
A
e\
X
y:
X'
• = the angle between Aand,.,.
X = the angle between _ and r.
Figure C1--Geometry for determining cos 7?when _
makes an angle X wlth r'.
Ax = Acos/_ Px psincrcos (<p-K) ,
s --Ay = Acosu py' psinc_sin(q_-K} ,
A z' = Acos>_ Pz' = /9 coscr.
(c1)
However, before calculating cos v, we must determine cos #, cos v, and cos x. In Figure C2 we de-.
pict the coordinate systemx, x, and_z, used for determining cos >,. The _z axis lies along,.,; the_X axis
is normal to _ in the Z'_ plane and the _Y axis lies along Y'. The x, _Y,_z coordinate system is obtained
by a simple rotation of the primed system an angle x about Y'. When _ = 0, the motion of A is in the
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positive x direction. This coordinate system meets
the specifications as shown in Figure CI: that is,
: 0, £ = x+e
II
II
Y
Figure C2--111ustration of the "barred"
coordinate system.
A" Z'
cos _- - AZ'
= 7, x = x - • for • <×
x = E - × for e > ×.
The coordinates of A and Z' are:
-%
Ax -- A sin e cos _ Zx' = - Z' sin X ,
i
Ay = Asine sin _ Zy = O,
' Z'A z = Acos e Zz = cosx.
Therefore,
cos _cos x - sine sinxcos _ .
_(c2)
(c3)
In Figure C3 we depict the geometry from which we can determine the angle _. The coordinate sys-
tem used is the X, _Y,_Z system defined in Figure C2. The coordinates of A and X' are:
X 4
i
x
t
i
Figure C3--Geometry for determining the angle#.
Z I
Ax Asinecos _ Xx : X' sin -X
t
Ay = A sin • sin _ Xy = 0 ,
t --
A z -- Acos e Xz
(C4)
Therefore,
A-X'
cos/z AX '
- cos esin×+sin•cosxcos_.(C5)
Using the condition that the sum of the squares
of the direction cosines is equal to unity, we have
cos 2z_ = 1-(cos •cosx-sin•sinxcos4) 2
-(COS esinx+sin_cosxcos _)2 . (C6)
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Squaring and reducing Equation C6 we have
cos v = sin E sin _ . (C7)
Now, from Equations C3, C5, and C7 we have
cos_ = sin_cos {q)-K)COS# + sincrsin(_$-K) cosy + cosc_cosk . (C8)
Expanding Equation C8 we have
cos_ = sin_(cos¢cos_+sinCsinK)(cos•sinx +sin•cosxcos_)
+ sin_(sin_cosK-cosCsin_¢} sin•sin_ + coscr(cosxcos •-sinxsinecos _) •
And in terms of the angle of integration _ we have finally
cos "_
(C9)
sin _ [
(r2 + 1-2rcos0) I/2 COS¢COSKCOS•Sinx + sinq_sinKcos esin)(+ cosqbcosKsinecosxcos
+ sinCsinKsin•coslcos _ + sin¢cosKsine sin _ - cosCsinKsin• sin
(r-cos0) [cos e cosx- sine sinxcos {]
+ (r 2 +l-2r cos0) 1/2 (C10)
It might be well to point out here that identical results will be obtained by a reflection of the vec-
tors ,, and A in a plane normal to ,_. It then foUows that for any given values of K, x, and • an entirely
equivalent physical picture is obtained if we replace these values by (K+_r), (n-X), and (n-e), re-
spectively. However, this reflection causes the rotation of A about _, to be in the opposite sense from
what it was before. The zero point and positive direction of { remain the same, but the coordinate
system is rotated, so the consequences of the reflection of ,., is that the geometrical configuration that
was presented at _ = 7r/2 before reflection is presented at C = 3-/2 after reflection. Consequently,
the total number of calculations required to cover the entire range of the parameters x and • is re-
duced by a factor of 2. In addition, geometrical changes given by the parameter K are symmetric
about the Sr plane so that we need not consider any values of _ other than 0 < K < _r.
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AppendixD
The Calculation of the Angle
To determine the angle y between the Ar
plane and the ro_ plane consider Figure D1.
From Appendixes B and C we can write
Asin;_cosT : Acos/_. (D1)
Here, :y is the angle between the projection of
A onto the X' Y' plane and the X' axis (the angle
between the Ar and r_ planes. Obviously,
= (_ +7) for0< _ <_,and _ = (K-y) for_<_<2_.
Then
cosy
cos c sin X + sinecosxcos
[i_(:o_:o___._. _ _):i_ (D2)
Z
x A
w
I
I
:
y' [
X _
PX
Figure Dl--Geometry for determining the angle?,.
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Appendix E
Determination of the Parameters Used in This Report in Terms of the
General Orbital Parameters
If we assume the gravitational field to be spherical (that is, to have a 1//r potential), then the
orbit on an artificial satellite will be an ellipse with the earth at a focus. Such an orbit represented
in polar coordinates, is
a (1-e 2)
r 1 + ecos (_b-B) ' (El)
where
r = the radius vector from the earth's center to the satellite,
a = the semimajor axis of the orbit,
e = the eccentricity of the orbit,
¢ = the azimuthal position of the satellite in orbit measured from some fixed direction in space,
B = the angle between the projection of the solar vector (taken this time to be positive from the
earth to the sun) onto the orbital plane and rp where rp is the radius vector at perigee.
The angle B, then, serves as one of the angles which determines the orientation of the satellite
orbit. The remaining angle _, which determines the orientation, is defined as the angle between the
orbital plane and the solar vector. The zero point of the angle _ is measured from the projection of
the solar vector onto the orbital plane and the positive direction is taken as the direction of motion
of the satellite. Hence, the value of r at perigee, rp, is given by Equation E1 when (_-B) = 0; and
likewise the value of r at apogee r° is given when (_-B} = n.
Since for many purposes the satellite orbit is specified in normal apogee and perigee values we
have
and
a -
F a _ rp
2
23
r a rp
e =
F e _- Fp
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_s
Figure E]--A p;ctor;al representation of the a,/_,'y co-
ordinate system and the satellite orb;tal parameters.
Figure E1 shows the geometry of the gen-
eral case. In it the azimuthal angle ,_ and the
angle _ are clearly shown. The vector r cor-
responding to ¢ = 0 is called r'. The _ axis lies
in the plane of the orbit along r'. The ,q axis
lies in the plane of the orbit normal to r', and
the 7 axis lies in the St' plane normal to r'.
Then
r = rcos@ S= = ScosS,
r E = r sine Sz = 0,
r_ 0 S_ S s in
from which we have
cos_ = cos ¢cos 8 . (E2)
Throughout the body of this report we have made use of a set of parameters defining the orienta-
tion of the satellite and its spin axis with respect to a coordinate system whose originlies in the earth.
And, the results of sample calculations for specific values of these parameters are presented in Ap-
pendixes F and G. In the following discussions the type of problem presented in Appendix G is used
as it represents the most general case.
The values of the parameters there chosen represent only a possible set of the instantaneous
values an actual satellite will encounter. A satellite in orbit, whether it is "free" so that its angular
momentum vector is constant--apart from external perturbations--or whether its angular momentum
is fixed with respect to the earth or fixed with respect to the sun (the latter two conditions being ac-
complished by internal orientational correction mechanisms)will experience instantaneously changing
values of the parameters es,x, and K. In order to determine these values for any given time, it is
necessary to know not only the orientation of the orbit and its parameters but also the angle between
the solar vector (now defined to be positive from the satellite to the sun) and the spin axis r, and the
variation of this angle with time.
Of course, there is nothing sacred about this particular angle insofar as the contents of this paper
are concerned. However, the satellite is, after all, only a means of placing scientific instruments in
the space environment: for any meaningful interpretation of data it is necessary that the orientation
of the satellite be known, and the most readily available and usable reference system is the sun. Con-
sequently, this angle 7 will always be continuously made available as part of the data from the satel-
lite itself. This is not so for some of the parameters used in this work. Since no unique set of
parameters exists with which to treat the problem it can always be argued that a rather unfortunate
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choicewasmade.However,sincethis is predominatelya matter of taste the author deemsit es-
sential to retain parameterspertainingto the satellite-earth system--theonly problemunder con-
sideration-in order to minimizethedifficulty of the required integrations.Andsincea solutionin
closedform may not exist, at least in any form whichcouldbe termedreasonable,theusefulness
of retaining a parameter (theangler) the functionaldependenceofwhich is requiredbut cannotbe
determinedexplicitly, is doubtful.It canalsobearguedthat themethodsderivedhereinwill beuseful
not for the purposeof determiningthe incidentenergyat everyinstant (whichwouldscarcelybeof
interest) but will be useful for determiningthe upper andlower limits that anyparticular satellite
componentcanbeexpectedto experience.
As alludedto above,wehavethreesituationswith whichto deal. Thesimplestof thesefrom the
presentpointof view is the caseof fixed orientationof the spin axis with respect to the satellite-
earth line. If × = 0,which for the case under consideration will probably be most often the situation,
the problem reduces to the least complicated form. A knowledge of F here (though necessary to in-
sure the constancy of x) is not essential for the solution of our problem. If, however, × / 0 but is
constant, the problem is only slightly more complicated because now K is free to change unless the
spin axis is also fixed with respect to the Sr plane (see Figure C1). This complication is rather
trivial, however, and if K is not fixed, all values will probably be experienced and the maximum and
minimum power inputs can be readily determined. The consideration of this point will be left to the
reader (a knowledge of F may be helpful here).
A more complicated problem presented by an equally likely number of satellites is that for which
the spin axis orientation is constant with respect to the sun. Here we need only a functional relation be-
tween F and x for various values of the position of the satellite in orbit.
The third situation is the one for which the angular momentum vector is fixed in space (a quite
common state of affairs apart from perturbations)and it requires, in addition to the functional relation
just mentioned, a functional relation giving the variation of r with time of year; and this in turn requires
a knowledge of the value of F at injection.
We will now derive the most important of these functional relations.
Figure E2 shows the satellite orbit geometry and defines a new coordinate system, the X', ¥", Z"
system. The X" axis is coincident with the radius vector r and the Y" axis lies normal to r in the
plane of the orbit. The Z" axis is normal to the orbital plane and its sense is determined by the di-
rection of motion of the satellite in orbit (normal to the page and towards the reader in Figure E2).
The positive or negative direction of _ is determined by whether $ lies above or below the orbital
plane (that is, its projection along Z" is positive if above the orbital plane, or negative if below). In
addition, the absolute value of S need never be taken greater than _/2.
To determine the relation between r and × we need only determine the components of $ and ,_ (not
shown) in the X", Y", Z" system. Using the angle _ as previously defined, we have the components
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V X"
Figure E2--A pictorial representaHon of satellite orbit
geometry and definiHon of the double prlmed (') co-
ordinate system.
of S:
Sx" = Scos_cos_b,
s_;' =-S_o_ s sinv_, (E3)
S_' = Ssin_ .
To determine the components of _ we need
to know the angle A between ,_and the orbital
plane and the angle _ between r and the projec-
tion of _ onto the orbital plane. For the case of
constant angular momentum, the angle ,5will be
constant and equal to its value at injection A o .
This does not take into consideration its change
due to environmental perturbing effects, but
such changes are made available from satellite
data. Its value is also taken plus or minus in the same sense as the angle 3, For the possible case
where the spin axis is constantly oriented to coincide with the solar vector--either in a plus or minus
sense--the angle A is equal to ±_. In the former instance (when _ is constant in space) the angle _ is
given by
= Do - (_-B'), (E4)
where B'is the value of _ at injection. If the satellite is injected at perigee B' -= B. The value N0 of the
angle between ¢_cos A and r o (where r 0 is the radius vector at injection)is taken positive in the direc-
tion of ¢, and _ is positive in the direction of motion of the satellite: that is, if _ cos D. is normal to
r o at injection (tangent to the orbital plane) and in the direction of motion, then N 0 = v/2; and if _cos
is tangent to r o but in the direction opposite to the motion, then ;_0 = 3_/2. In Equation E4, the re-
sulting value of D will sometimes be negative but will always correspond to the proper value of
measured positive as defined for _0" The angles A0 and _o defined here are commonly referred to as
the angles of yaw and pitch at injection, respectively. Therefore, the components of _ are:
a_X_ -- co COS _ COS _
(E5)
We can now write
cosF = cos$cos@cosAcosD - cosSsin_7_cosAsin9 + sin_sin_. (E6)
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As yet we have not derived an explicit functional relation between r and ×. In fact, it should be
obvious that since we can determine the X" component of _, we automatically have the angle between
and r. From Equation E5 we have
, (E7)COS X = COS A COS Q ,
where x' is the angle between ca and r. Remembering that the r used in this appendixis in the opposite
sense from the r used in the actual problem (see Figure E2) we have _ = (Tr- _(' }. The solution of x'
from Equation E7 lies in the range O<_x' <_Tr. The expression given in Equation E6, then, is not neces-
sary to determine the value of ×. However, in the event that the value of _ or ;) has changed so that
one or the other cannot readily be determined, Equation E6 provides a method for determining the un-
known one from a knowledge of r which is normally made available.
The value of the angle K (the angle between the projection of both ca and S onto the plane normal to
r, the Y" Z" plane) is now given by
(Ssin_?_) " (casinx)
COSK = So, sin 8s sinx ,
where S sin 8 and _ sin X are for the present considered as vectors.
Clearly the Y" and z" components of these vectors are identical to the Y" and Z" components of
S and ca determined in a different manner above, that is, Equations E3 and ES,
(Ssin_)y .... SCOS Ssin¢,
(Ssin_?)z,, = SsinS,
and
(_ sin X)v,, = wcos A sin f/ ,
(ca sinx)z,, = _sin&,
so that
sinSsinA - cos S cos A sin f) sin¢
cosK = sin8 s sin)/ (ES)
Because of the great length required to discuss the variation of _,/x, and _ as a function of time
of year, these considerations will not be included here.
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AppendixF
Graphic Results Giving the Incident Power as a Function of the Parameters r,e, ,
and X for a Representative Sample of the Case for which _ is Coincident with r
The graphs that follow present the incident energy to a spinning fiat plate for the case in which
the spin axis is coincident with the satellite-earth line. The results have been calculated to an alti-
tude of 200 km. Each of the four graphs has been calculated for a different value of the parameter
8 : These values are: 8 = 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. On each graph, various curves generated by
the parameter _ are given.
Thus far, we have only spoken about the case for whichx, the angle between _ and r, is zero. We
need not go to the more complicated general case to treat the case given by x = zr. The results pre-
sented herein are applicable for this latter situation. However, before the values can be found from
the graphs, it is necessary to first determine the appropriate values of the parameter _. To determine
the value of _ to which any of the given curves corresponds when x = _, merely subtract the value of
given on the curve from 180 degrees. Hence, the curve drawn for × = 0 degrees, _ = 40 degrees
corresponds to the situation given by x = 180 degrees, k = 140 degrees. And conversely, to deter-
mine the given curve to use for a chosen value of k and for x = n, merely subtract the desired value
of _ from 180 degrees. Hence, the curve to use for x = 180 degrees, _ = 80 degrees is the given
curve for × = 0 degrees, k = 100 degrees.
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Appendix G
Graphic Results Giving the Incident Power as a Function of the Parameters r,
x, x, and • for a Representative Sample for the General Case
_T
The graph (Figure G1) contained in this appendix presents the results of an example calculation.
The values of the parameters used are: x = 60 degrees, e = 30 degrees; K = 0 degrees and 180
degrees; and e = 30 and 60 degrees. The average incident power is plotted as a function of altitude
out to 2000 kin. This example is included only as an illustration of the method presented in this paper.
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Appendix H
Fortran Program for the General Case
This appendix gives the program (in Fortran notation) for the general case. In addition, the re-
sults of a sample problem are given so that the readout format can be seen.
For the evaluation of the double integral, Equation 4 (which give p), and to obtain the average
(Equation 8), the following data must be put into the program. All angles are expressed in degrees.
Table H1
Correspondence of Computer Notation to Analytical Notation.
Computer Notation Analy6c Notation
GL1
THS]
THMX
K
(_ that is, the first _s
last _s
DTHS
THS1
$2
ALF
DXI
DPHI
CHI1
El1
the increment by which the (_ 's are augmented
(_' _s + Ags, ....... _ + J_, = THMX
a.
the increment of
the increment by which _ is measured
x
The Fortran listings of the program are given first; the subroutine used by the program is given
next. Sample data cards are also listed.
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FORTRAN IBM 7090 PROGRAM FOR CALCULATIONS OF THE GENERAL CASE
EARTH REFLECTEC SCLAR RADIATION FALLING ON SPINNING FLAT PLATE
DIMENSICN P(ICOG) ,T( I000), XS(1000) ,SX(lO00) ,CX(tO00) ,CP{ I000) ,
I SP(I000) ,CTH11000), STH(IO00)
3 FCRMAT {OPFT.4,1P7E15.4}
4 FCRPAT (7E10.5)
5 FCRMAT (lP6[Ig.7I
1300 FORMAT (1HC,13X,5PKAPPA,16X,3HCHI,12X,THEPSILCN,18X,lHR,12X,7HTHET
IA S, 12X, THAVERAGE)
1301 FCR_AT (IFI,3gX,20_KAPPA ............... ,IPEIS.7/4OX,2OHINITIAL THE
ITA-S ..... , IPEI_.7/4OX,2OHMAX. THETA-S ........ ,IPEIS.7/40X,20HTHETA
2-S INCREMENT.. • ,IPE 15.7/40X, 20HS ................... ,IPEI5.Y/40X,20
3HALPHA ............... ,IPEIS.7/4CX,2OHDZETA INCREMENT ..... ,IPEIS.?/
44CX,20HPHI INCREMENT ....... ,IPE15.7/4CX,20HCHI ................. ,IP
5E15. I/4CX, 26_EPSILCF_ ............. ,I PE 15.7//)
1302 FCRFA[ (IHO,3X,14,43H VALUES OF DOUBLE INTEGRAL FOR GIVEN DZETAS)
DIR= 1.74532925E-02
RTD= I.C/DTR
PI=3.1415926
TSPI=PI+PI
PI2=O.5"PI
P 14=C. 25-P I
6 REA_ INPbT TAPE 2,4,GL1,THSI,THPX,DTHS,SZ,ALF,DXI,DPHI,CHII,EII
WR ITEOUTPUTTAPE3,1301,GL1, THSI, TH_'X,DTHS, SZ, ALF,DXI,DPHI,CHI I, El I
SAP=ALF*SZ/PI
TI__SI=DTR*THS i
ThMX-DTR*TH_X
DTHS=DTR*DThS
PGL=GL 1
PCI_ IL=Ch II
PEIL=EII
CH II=DTR*CH II
EII=CTR*EII
C,LI=CTR','GL I
GLMX=DTR'GLMX
UGL=CTR"DGL
DPHI=DTR*_PF I
DXI=CTR_'DX I
I=O
X=-CXI
Tt.PE=TUPI - DX1
II X= X+DXI
IF (X-TLPE) 12,12,13
12 I=I+1
CX( I )=COSF (X)
SX(I)=SINF(X)
GC TO 11
I3 IM-I
F IM=FLOATF { II_)
I=O
Pl-I=-DPI_ I
14 PI_I=PH I÷I]PH I
15
IF(PHI-TUPI}IS,15,]6
I=I÷l
CP{I)=CCSF{PHI)
SP(I}=SINF(PHI)
GC TC 14
40
EAPTF REFL._CTE[; SCLAR RADIATICN FALLING ON SPINNING FLAT PLATE
l& KN=I
I0 REAE INPbT TAPE 2,4,R
IF (R] 6,6,111
11] GRA= I.C/R
R21=R**2÷I.0
TFM=ATA_F{SCRTF(I.U-GRA**2)/GRA}
IF {THV) 112,100,100
112 TF_:THM ÷ PI
ICN IF (THF-PI4) 50_50_51
50 CTh=THP/26.C
CC TC 52
51 DTH=Tt!M/50,C
52 GL=GLI
CFIL=CFI1.
EIL=EII
I=0
IF=-CTF
17 TF=IF+CTF!
iF(TF-TbM}18,18,20
18 I=l÷l
CTb(1)=CCSF(TF)
STF{I)=SINF(TH)
CC TC ii
2C JN=I
31 CL=COSF(CL)
SL=SINF(GL)
CCHIL=CCEF(ChlL)
SCh:IL:SINF{CFIL)
CEIL=COSF{EIL)
SEIL=SINF{EIL)
TbS=THSI
G[ TC 3E
35 TFS=IHE÷_TFS
IF[ThS-THPX)36136t10
36 CSTS=CCSF{TFS)
S_TS=SIkF{TFS)
PTFS=RTC*THS
DC 1250 I=I_IW
DC 1100 J=l,JN
RCTF=R*CTb[J]
RCTF_I=RCTh-I.C
R21R=R2L-2.C*RCTP
F_C=STH(J)_RCTH_II(R21RmR2tR)
CTTbS=CTb{J}*CSTS
STTFS:STH[J)*SNTS
SLST:SL*STH(J}
R_CTHL=R-CTh(J)
DC 1007 K:I,KN
CR=CTTFS*STTt_S*CP(K)
IFICB)IC03,IO03,1004
1003 P(K):O.O
GC TC IC07
IC04 CETA:RPCThL*{CCHIL*CEIL-SCHIL*SEIL*CX(I})÷STH(J}*|CP{K)*CL*CEIL*SC
IHIL + SP(K}*SL*CEIL*SCHIL + CP(K}mCLmSEIL*CCHIL*CX{I) + SP(K)*SL*S
2EILICCHIL*CX(I] ÷ SP(K)*CL*SEIL*SX(1) - CP{K)*SL*SEILuSX(1))
IF(CETA)IOCS,lO05_IC06
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ICO5
ICC6
IC07
iClO
IIC0
12CC
1250
1251
P{K)=C.C
GC TO iCO?
P{K}=CB*CETA
CCNIINUE
CfLL SINP{P,KW,ANS)
T{J)=ANS*FAC
CALL SIWP{T,JW,ANS)
XS{I)=SAP*ANS*CP_I*CTR/9.O
TCLT=O.O
CC 1251 IX=I,IM
TC_T=TCLT+XS{IX}
A%E=TOLT/FIF
WRIfE CLTPLT TAPE 3,1300
WRITE OCTPLT TAPE 3,5, PGL,PCHIL,PEIL,R,PTHS,AVE
_RITE CLTPLT TAPE 3,1302,IM
&RITE CLTPCT TAPE 3,5, {XS{12),I2=I,IW}
GC TC 35
ENC{O,O,O,I,O,O,I,O,O,O,C,O,O,O,O)
1CIO
IGII
1012
SLPRCUTIN[ SI_P(P,K,ANS)
SLBRCUTINE SINP(P,K,ANS)
DIWENSICN P{ICOC}
IENC=K-I
SLM=C.O
DC IC11 IX=2,1ENC,2
SLM=SUM+P{IX)
IEN_=IEND-I
SLM2=O,0
DC IC12 IX=3vI_ND,2
SLM2:SUW2+PIIX)
ANS=P(1)+PIK)+4.0*SUM+2.0*SUM2
RETURN
END{O,O,O,I,O,O,I,0,O,O,O,O,O,O,O)
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Appendix I
Energy Distribution Predicted for the Proposed Echo II Satellite
This appendix presents a graph (Figure I1) showing the distribution of albedo energy on the pro-
posed Echo II satellite. The satellite is assumed stationary at an altitude of 700 nautical miles. In
this case, the angle >_designates the angle between the normal to the surface area of the sphere and
the satellite-earth line. The azimuthal average input to a zone lying between _. and (_. + dXl, is identi-
cal to the average input to a fiat plate of elemental area spinning about the satellite-earth line at an
angle >,. The average incident power is plotted as a function of _ for various values of the param-
eter _.
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Figure I1--Predicfion of the dlstribut_on of _ncldent albedo energy on the Echo II (R = 700 nautical miles)
satelJite f'or various values of _ .
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